STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS

Site Investigation & Remediation
ABOUT EDGE

With an experienced, highly qualified team and a relationship-driven service approach, EDGE Engineering & Science, LLC delivers measurable results to our clients. EDGE is a privately owned environmental consulting firm headquartered in Houston, Texas, with an additional branch office in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Established in 2010, EDGE provides superior environmental engineering and scientific consulting services to the energy, chemical, oil and gas, manufacturing, power, and transportation industry sectors.

Serving clients across North America, our staff of engineers and scientists has the knowledge and technical expertise to execute a range of services for every stage of a project. Among other offerings, EDGE assists in securing the siting and permitting of transportation and energy infrastructure projects, conducting environmental engineering and scientific evaluations, completing federal and state regulatory requirements reviews, strengthening operating compliance programs, performing compliance auditing and due diligence support, completing site investigation and remediation, and developing and executing computer-based impacts evaluations.

EDGE Clients

EDGE has experience providing environmental engineering and scientific consulting services to clients across North America. Our Houston and Baton Rouge locations allow us to create synergistic solutions for our clients with operations across the Gulf Coast, including those in the chemical, petrochemical and refining industries. Specifically, our Site Investigation and Remediation Practice has delivered results for the following clients:

- Avenue Community Development Corporation
- Kinetica Partners, LLC
- Key Energy Services
- Locke Lord, LLP
- Trinity Materials, Inc.
- 1776 Energy Operators, LLC
- Williams
- Cheniere Energy, Inc.
- TNT Crane and Rigging, Inc.
- General Plastics and Composites
- Nabors Industries, Ltd.
- Exterran Holdings, Inc.
SITE INVESTIGATION AND REMEDIATION SERVICES

With a deep understanding of local, state and federal laws as well as an extensive catalog of project work, we provide a range of services and valuable insights to facilitate smooth property transactions, maintain compliance and address releases. As a privately owned company, we offer a streamlined onboarding process without the time and resource constraints of contracting and insurance demands. For first-to-market and change-intensive engagements, we deliver the expedient and confidential services such projects require.

Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material (NORM) Services
- NORM Decontamination
- NORM Remediation
- NORM Survey

Soil and Groundwater Investigation
- Innocent Owner/Operator Program (IOP)
- Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality’s (DEQ’s) Risk Evaluation/Corrective Action Program (RECAP)
- Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA)
- Texas Risk Reduction Program (TRRP)
- United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
- Voluntary Cleanup Program (VCP)

Transactional Due Diligence
- Environmental Compliance Assessments
- Environmental Liability Assessments
- Phase I Environmental Site Assessments per ASTM and EPA’s All Appropriate Inquiries (AAI)
THE EDGE TEAM

The EDGE team of highly skilled professionals boasts a diverse range of specialties and backgrounds, allowing us to meet the varied needs of the clients we serve. The leaders of the EDGE Site Investigation and Remediation Practice have approximately 20 years of experience each and are directly involved in planning through completion of projects. Ms. Mann and Ms. Glasgow also have environmental litigation support experience covering a wide variety of industries and business types.

Robin Mann, P.G.  |  Senior Professional Geologist

Robin Mann, P.G., is a senior professional geologist with EDGE and leads the Site Investigation and Remediation Practice. Mann has been an environmental consultant since 1996 with an emphasis on environmental due diligence, soil and groundwater investigation and remediation.

Mann’s experience includes management and implementation of Phase I/II environmental site assessments, naturally occurring radioactive material (NORM) surveys, investigation and site remediation. Mann’s clients have included oil and gas producers and transporters, pipeline companies, chemical manufacturers, concrete batch facilities, printing operations, aviation crash sites, commercial food canning facilities, automotive repair facilities, foundries, pesticide manufacturing and wood treating facilities.

Lori M. Burris-Glasgow  |  Senior Environmental Professional

Lori Burris-Glasgow is a senior environmental professional with EDGE. Burris-Glasgow has been an environmental consultant since 1997 with an emphasis on environmental due diligence, soil and groundwater investigation and remediation. Burris-Glasgow’s experience includes management and implementation of Phase I/II environmental site assessments, as well as conducting naturally occurring radioactive material (NORM) surveys and NORM site remediation. Burris-Glasgow has vast experience conducting data validation to meet various regulatory standards. Clients have included oil and gas producers and transporters, chemical manufacturers, concrete batch facilities, printing operations, aviation crash sites, automotive repair facilities, foundries, pesticide manufacturing and wood treating facilities.